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comparison methods. An even gTeater challenge is to
detect proteins that share similar folds, but are not clearly
derived from a common ancestor (e.g. Rossman fold do-
mains of lactate dehydrogenase and glycogen phosphory-
lase, and SH2-BirA12).

Techniques for the prediction ofprotein secondary struc-
ture provide information that is useful both in ab initio
structure prediction and as an additional constraint for
fold-recognition algorithms.ls-l5 I(nowledge of secondary
structure alone can help in the design of site-directed or
deletion mutants that will not destroy the native protein
structure. However, for all these applications it is essential
that the secondary structure prediction be accurate, or at
least that, the reliability for each residue can be assessed.

The majority of secondary structure prediction algo-
rithms derive parameters or rules from an analysis of
proteins ofknown three dimensional structure. The param-
eters are then applied by the algorithm to the sequence of
unknown structure. Such approaches rely on having suffi-
cient data to obtain reliable parameters and to avoid
over-training for a specific data set.

Early algorithms to predict protein secondary struc-
ture16-18 claimed high accuracy for prediction, but on small
datasets that were also used in training the methods. For
example, Lim (1974)16 quoted 70Vo Qls accuracy on a
dataset of25 proteins, Garnier et al. (1978)18 achieved 637a
accuracy for a different set of 26 proteins, and Chou and
Fasman (I974)r7 quoted 77Vo for yet another different set
of 19 proteins.

The use ofdifferent datasets in training and testing each
algorithm makes it difficult to make an objective compari-
son of methods. For this reason, Kabsch and Sander
(19a3)zo carried out a test ofprediction methods by apply-
ing the algorithms to proteins that were not used in their
development. In this independent test, the GOR18 accu-
racy reduced by 7Vo to 56Vo.T}re Lim16 accuracy reduced by
I47o to 56Vo, and Chou-Fasman1? dropped by 277o to 507o.
Cross-validation techniques, where test proteins are re-
moved from the training set, have allowed more realistic
evaluation ofprediction aicuracy to be obtained.
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ABSTRACT A new dataset of 396 protein do-
mains is developed and used to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the protein secondary structure predic-
tion algorithms DSC, PHD, NNSSP, and PREDATOR.
The maximum theoretical Qs accuracy for combina-
tion of these methods is shown to be 787o. A simple
consensus prediction on the 396 domains, with auto-
matically generated multiple sequence alignments
gives an average Q3 prediction accuracy of 72.97o.
This is a l7o irnprovement over PHD, which was the
best single method evaluated. Segment Overlap Ac-
curacy (SOV) is 75.47o for the consensus method on
the 396-protein set. The secondary structure defini-
tion method DSSP defines 8 states, but these are
reduced by most authors to 3 for prediction.Applica-
tion ofthe different published 8- to 3-state reduction
methods shows variation of over 37o ort apparent
prediction accuracy. This suggests that care should
be taken to compare methods by the same reduction
method. TWo new sequence datasets (CB513 and
CB.25l) are derived which are suitable for cross-
validation of secondary structure prediction meth-
ods without artifacts due to internal homology. A
fully automatic World Wide Web service that pre-
dicts protein secondary structure by a combination
of methods is available via http://barton.ebi.ac.uk/.
Proteins 1999;34:508-519. o 1999 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

The most successful techniques for prediction of the
protein three dimensional structure rely on aligning the
sequence ofa protein ofunknown structure to a homolog of
known structure (e.g., see Sali for reviewl). Such methods
fail if there is no homolog in the structural database, or if
the technique for searching the structural database is
unable to identify homologs that are present. While ab-
sence of a homolog must await further X-ray or NMR
structures, up to 4/5 of known homologues may be missed
even by the best conventional pairwise sequence compari-
son methods.z

Techniques that exploit evolutionary information from
protein families3-e or use empirical pair-potentialsl0'11 can
normally detect more homologs than pairwise sequence

o 1999 WILEY-LISS, INC.
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Prediction from a multiple alignment of protein se-
quences rather than a single sequence has long been
recognized as a way to improve prediction accuracy.l8
During evolution, residues with similar physico-chemical
properties are conserved ifthey are important to the fold
or function ofthe protein. This makes patterns ofhydropho-
bic residues characteristic of particular secondary struc-
tures easier to identify.zl Analysis of conservation in
protein families has been effective in many secondary
structure predictions performed before knowledge of the
protein structure.22-25 Zvelebil et al. (1987)26 developed an
automatic procedure that showed a 9Vo imptovement in
prediction accuracy on a small set of protein families when
multiple sequence data was included. Most current second-
ary structure prediction algorithms exploit similar prin-
ciples to gain higher accuracy than is possible from a single
sequencs.27-3o The recent CASP31 series of experiments in
which predictions are made blind have shown that recent
claims for secondary structure prediction algorithmss2 are
within reasonable limits.

Prediction accuracy has also been improved by combin-
ing more than one algorithm on a single sequence.ss-37 F61
example, Zhang et al. (1992)34 obtained 66.4Vo acctracy on
a set of 107 proteins, an improvement of 2Vo over the best
method they considerec.

In this paper we describe datasets and procedures for
the evaluation of current techniques for secondary struc-
ture prediction. We discuss the effects of homologT within
the training and test datasets and describe new non-
redundant datasets appropriate for developing secondary
structure prediction algorithms. We evaluate the accuracy
of four recently published algorithms that exploit multiple
sequence dataNNSSP,3o PHD,27 DSC,2e and PREDATOR28
and two older methods, ZPRED26 and MULPRED (Barton,
unpublished). We develop an algorithm that combines the
predictions of PHD, DSC, PREDATOR, and NNSSP and
show that it gives a 7Vo improvement in average accuracy
over the best single method. Finally, we investigate the
effect of the quality of multiple sequence alignment used in
prediction, the effect of secondary structure assignment
algorithm (DSSp,sa DEFINE,Se and STRIDEao) and influ-
ence of redundancy in the multiple alignments.

METHODS
The Problem of Objectively Testing Secondary
Structure Prediction Methods

If a protein sequence shows clear similarity to a protein
of known three dimensional structure, then the most
accurate method ofpredicting the secondary structure is to
align the sequences by standard dynamic programming
algorithms,al as homolory modeling is much more accu-
rate than secondary structure prediction for high levels of
sequence identity. Secondary structure prediction methods
are of most use when sequence similarity to a protein of
known structure is undetectable. Accordingly, it is impor-
tant that there is no detectable sequence similarity be-
tween sequences used to train and test secondary struc-
ture prediction methods.

Most secondary structure prediction methods include a
set of parameters that must be estimated. Values for the
parameters are obtained by statistical analysis or learning
from a set of proteins for which the tertiary structure is
known. This is the training sef of proteins. Testing predic-
tive accuracy on the training set leads to unrealistically
high accuracies. An objective test ofa secondary structure
prediction method will predict the structures of a test set of
proteins that are not in the training set and show no
detectable sequence similarity with the training set. If the
test is to be balanced, then both training an test sets
should have a similar distribution of secondary structure
classes and types.

Since the number of proteins of known structure is
limited, it is normal to develop secondary structure predic-
tion methods by cross-validation techniques, or jack-knife.
In a full jack-knife test of N proteins, one protein is
removed from the set, the parameters are developed on the
remaining N - 1 proteins, then the structure of the
removed protein is predicted and its accuracy measured.
This process is repeated N times by removing each protein
in turn. Since some training techniques are very time
consuming, a more limited cross-validation is often per-
formed. The set of proteins might be split into M equally
balanced subsets rather thanN. Parameters are developed
o (M - l)N lM proteins, then tested on the remaining
N / M proteins. This process is repeated M times, once for
each subset. As described, the jack-knife process may also
be referred to as a leave-one-out technique, although the
two terminologies have become sorne what synonpnous.

Cross-validation appears to remove the problem of a
limited data set for training and test. However, artificially
high accuracies can be obtained for some methods if the set
of proteins used in the cross-validation show sequence
similarity to each other. Accordingly, cross-validation sets
must be pruned stringently to remove internal sequence
similarities, or if this is not possible, then a completely
independent test set must be used.

Selection ofsuitable test and training sets rests with the
defi nition of "undetectable" sequence similarity. Appropri-
ate measures of sequence similarity are discussed in the
following section.

There are now available -500 sequence dissimilar pro-
teins of known three-dimensional structure, suitable for
developing and testing secondary structure prediction
techniques. However, many of the current generation of
secondary structure prediction methods were developed on
a set of 126 protein chains proposed by Rost and Sander2T
(referred to here as RS126). In this paper we develop a
n€w, non:redundant set of 396 protein domains (the CB396
set) that does not include proteins from the RS126 set.

Tbaining and Test Sets ofProtein Structures

Rost and Sander (1993) selected 126 proteins with which
to train and test secondary structure prediction algo-
rithms.27 They defined non-redundancy to mean that no
two proteins in the set share more than 25Vo seeuence
identity over a length of more than 80 residues. Unfortu-
nately, as shown below, the RS126 set contains pairs of
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TABLE I. Pairs in the RS126 Set That Have an SD Score ofGreater Than Fivet

SD
score Fold (1) Fold (2)Q')(1)

1eca75
1azu76
2rspa77
lpa2;ts
2lhb52
lcdtaso
3clns1
2ebf'
1ovoa83
1fd1h84

4cmsa8

2lhb52
2pcf3
5hvpaso
2pcft
4sdha7e
3ebxsa
4cpvss
8abp57
ltgsist
lmcplso
Ser2eae

5.L2
5.40
5.81
7.22
7.70
8.26
8.27
8.86
9.45

t2.66
15.98

Globin-like
Cupredoxins
Acid proteases
Cupredoxins
Globin-like
Snake toxin-like
EF Hand-like
Periplasmic binding
Ovomucoid,/PCl-1 like
Immunoglobulin
Acid proteases

Globin-like
Cupredoxins
Acid proteases
Cupredoxins
Globin-like
Snake toxin-like
EF Hand-like
Periplasmic binding
Ovomucoid,/POl-1 like
Immunoglobulin
Acid proteases

tAlignments were generated by theAMPS package6 a blosum62 matrix, and gap penalty of 10, with
100 randomizations. Fold definitions come from the current release (1.37) ofthe SCOP database.aT

proteins that are clearly sequence similar when compared
by more sophisticated methods than percentage identity.

Percentage identity has long been known to be a poor
measure of sequence similarity, particularly for values
below 307a. Percentage identity is dependent upon both
the length of the alignmenta2 and the composition of the
sequences. Thus, two sequences of similar unusual amino
acid composition may give high values of percentage
identity, even when unrelated.

Recently, deficiencies in percentage identity have been
quantified by Brenner et al. (1998) when scoring protein
sequence database searches.z Even with the length correc-
tion suggested by Sander and Schneider (1991),42 percent-
age identity was significantly worse than measures that
consider conservative substitutions as well as identities,
and attempt corrections for length and composition.

Fortunately, techniques exist that overcome the deficien-
cies of percentage identity or other simple measures of
sequence similarity. A long established method6,43 to mea-
sure the similarity between two protein sequences A and B
is first to align the proteins by a standard dynamic
programming algorithm (e.g. Needleman and Wunsch
(1970)44) and obtain the score for the alignment V. The
order of amino acids in each protein sequence is then
randomized and a d;mamic programming alignment of the
randomized sequences performed. This process is repeated
tlpically 100 or more times and the mean x and standard
deviation o of the scores for comparison of the randomised
sequences is calculated. The SD score, or Z score for
comparison of the native sequences is given byl. (V - V)/o.
Unlike the percentage identity, SD score corrects for bias
due to the length and composition of the sequences.
Accordingly, we use SD scores to derive our non-redundant
test set ofprotein sequences.

PHD,27 NNSSP,3o DSC,2e and PREDATOR28 have been
trained on the Rost and Sander set of 126 proteins. The
release versions of PREDATOR and NNSSP available for
this analysis were trained on larger sets, that included the
126 proteins. In principle, this should give PREDATOR
and NNSSP an advantage over PHD.

The sequences in the test set developed here came from
the 3Deeas database of structural domain definitions. In

3Dee, a non-redundant sequence set was created by the
use of a sensitive sequence comparison algorithm and
cluster analysis, rather than a simple percentage identity
cutoff. This provided a set of 1,233 domains where no pair
shared obvious sequence similarity. The new test set was
derived from these domains by first removing multi-
segment domains, to reduce the set size from 1,233 to 988
sequences. The sequences were then filtered only to permit
X-ray crystal structures with resolutions of <2.5 Ang-
stroms. This left a representative set of 554 domain
sequences, referred to as CB554.

To ensure that the C8554 domain set had no sequence
similarity to the RS126 set, the two sets were combined
and all pairs of sequences compared by AMPS6 with a
blosum62 matrix, and gap penalty of 10. Alignments with
an SD score of =5 were regarded as sequence similar.6,46
According to this stringent definition of similarity, there
were 11 sequence-similar pairs within the RS126 protein
set, 119 pairs between CB554 domain set and RS126, and
21 pairs within C8554. Thus, there were 140 sequences in
CB554 that matched either a sequence in CB554, or in the
RS126 protein set. Of the 140, 3 sequences matched more
than once, leaving 137 unique sequences. The 137 se-
quences were removed from CBil(,leaving 417 sequences
that were not sequence similar either to any sequence
within the set of417 sequences, or the RS126 sequence set.
Of the 417 domain sequences remaining, 21 that did not
have "full DSSP definitions," (i.e., those with more than 9
consecutive residues with incomplete backbones for which
DSSP38 does not define a state), were also removed,
leaving a test set of396 proteins (C8396).

The process of deriving C8396 showed up homologies in
the RS126 set, with 11 proteins showing sequence similar-
ity to at least one other within the RS126 set. These pairs
are summarized in Table I. Table I shows each pair to have
the same fold according to SCOP.aT tr'or example, 4cms48
and 5er2e4e are present in the RS126 set, yet have an SD
score of 15.9. Both proteins are acid proteases with an all
B, closed barrel structure.

Although not applied in this paper, three further non-
redundant datasets suitable for cross-validated training
and testing of secondary structure prediction methods



were generated. The C8396 and RS126 sequence sets were
combined. One ofeach ofthe 11 pairs that had an SD score
of =5 were removed from the RS126 set. Since 2pcy and
llhb matched more than one protein in this subset, this
left 9 unique homologues (1mcpl,50 1-tgsi,51 2lhb,52 2pcy,53
3ebx,5a 4cms,48 4cpv,55 5hvpa,56 8abp57) that were removed
from RS126. This set added to CB396 gave CB51B. Protein
chains of =30 residues often do not have well defined
secondary structure. The CB497 set was constructed by
removing the 16 domains from CB5 13 of <30 residues.

The 5SD cutoff used to derive the sets CB39G, C8497
and CB513 is more stringent than scores used in previous
studies of secondary structure prediction. However, al-
though the SD score is a good measure of pairwise
sequence similarity, it still will not identify all known
homologs within the data set. In the SCOPaT classification
ofprotein structure superfamilies are defined from careful
analysis of structure, evolution, and function. The SCOP
superfamilies contain protein domains that have the same
fold and are likely to have evolved from a common ances-
tor. Accordingly, we derived a further dataset from an
analysis of all domains in SCOP_1.37. We took a represen-
tative domain from each superfamily, screened out multi-
segment domains, NMR structures and those with a
resolution >2.5 Angstroms to give the C8251 dataset.

All datasets, including secondary structure definitions
and automatically generated multiple sequence align-
ments will be distributed via http://barton.ebi.ac.uH.

Generating the Multiple Sequence Aligrrments

With the exception of PREDAIOR28's8 all methods consid-
ered here, required a multiple sequence alignment as
input, where as PREDATOR only required the multiple
sequences in an unaligned format. In order to simplify the
generation of multiple sequence alignments for large
numbers of proteins, in this study we developed an auto-
matic procedure.

We first perform a BLAST5e database search of the OWL
v29.4 d,atabase, which contains 198,742 entries.60 The
BLAST output is then screened by SCANPS, an implemen-
tation of the Smith Waterman dynamic programming
algorithm,61,62 with length dependent statistics. Sequences
are rejected if their SCANPS probability score is higher
than 1 x 10-4. Sequences are also rejected ifthey do not fit
a length cutoffof 1.5. For example, if the query sequence is
90 residues long, the sequence length would have to range
between 60 and 135 residues to be included. If sequences
exceed the length criterion, they are truncated by remov-
ing end residues until the length ofthe sequence satisfies
the cut off value. Sequences falling short of the lower
length limit are discarded. The value of 1.5 for the length
cutoff was reached by visual inspection of a number of
multiple sequence alignments, produced with different
cut-offvalues. The method removes both rediculously long,
short and unrelated sequences. However it does allow
sequences that are longer than the query, and are related,
to be included after truncation. The sequence similar
proteins selected by this method, are then aligned by
CLUSTALW (version 1.7),63 with default parameters.
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The multiple sequence alignments are modified so that
they do not contain gaps in the first or "query" sequence,
since with the current algorithms, gaps in the first se-
quence tend to reduce the accuracy of the prediction, or
cause the program to fail to execute (NNSSeao;. A slightly
different method is used for PHD,6a whereby only gaps at
the end of the target sequence are removed. Without this
modification, the conversion of MSF to HSSP file format
fails, as a correct insertion table is not constructed.

The reference secondary structure for each domain was
defined by DSSP,38 STRIDE,4O and DEFINE.Se All defini-
tions were reduced to 3 state models, as follows:

1. DSSP: H and G to H, E and B to E, all other states to C.
2. STRIDE: H and G to H, E and b to E, all other states to C.
3. DEFINE: H and G to H, E to E, all other states to C.

Where H is a-helix, G is 31s-helix, B and b are isolated
B-bridge and E is B-strand.

The effect of alternative reduction methods for the DSSP
algorithm is discussed in the results section.

Prediction Methods Analyzed

Six different secondary structure prediction methods
were run on the alignments, each is briefly described here.

PHD64 is a 3-level artificial neural network. The differ-
ent levels consist of a sequence to secondary structure
network, with a window of 13 amino acids, a structure to
structure network, with a window of 17 amino acids, and
finally an arithmetic average over a number of indepen-
dently trained networks. The structure to structure net-
work, improves prediction of the final length distributions
of secondary structures. The arithmetic average has the
effect of smoothing random noise that is seen in all
artificial neural networks. The method also applies bal-
anced training, percentage amino acid composition and
conservation, sequence length, and insertions and dele-
tions (indels) to enhance prediction accuracy.

DSC2e applies GOR18 residue attributes, with the addi-
tion of hydrophobicity and amino acid position, which are
combined with information from the multiple sequence
alignment (conservation and indels). Optimal weights are
deduced by linear discrimination, with filtering applied to
remove erroneous predictions. This method has an advan-
tage in that the prediction method is both implicit and
effective.

NNSSPs0 is a scored nearest-neighbor method. It is
based upon the environmental scoring scheme proposed by
Bowie.66 The NNSSP method extends the Bowie method by
considering N and C terminal positions of c-helices and
B-strands. The size of the database used for scanning is
also altered to reflect similarity to the query sequence,
reducing computation time, and improving the final accu-
racy.

PREDATOR28 is slightly different to other methods
discussed here, in that it uses an internal pairwise align-
ment method, rather than reading a global multiple se-
quence alignment. The SIM software6T is applied to pro-
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duce local alignments between sequence pairs. The original
PREDATOR algorithmss is then used to predict the second-
ary structure segments. This algorithm also includes
propensities for hydrogen bonding characteristics of
B-sheets. Seven different secondary structure propensities
are generated for the query sequence, with a nearest-
neighbor implementation applied to calculate propensities
for ct-helix, p-strand and coil.

ZPRED26 is also based on the GOR18 method, but with
the addition of weights from calculated conservation val-
ues. The conservation value is calculated from amino acid
properties as proposed by Taylor.68 The ZPRED method
improved the accuracy of the GOR method by noting that
insertions and high sequence variability tend to occur in
loop regions.

MULPRED (Barton, unpublished) is a combination of
single sequence methods that are combined to give a
prediction profile, from which a consensus is taken. The
methods within MULPRED are Lim,16 GOR,18 Chou-
Fasman,l7 Roseoe and Wilmot and ThorntonT0 turn predic-
tion methods.

Consensus Prediction Method

The observed Q3 accuracy of ZPRED and MULPRED
was between 3 and.8Vo lower than the other methods, so a
consensus was calculated only from DSC, PHD, PREDA-
TOR, and NNSSP. The standard consensus was calculated
by examining the prediction for each method, at each
position and taking the most popular state. For example if
a residue had the following predictions:

NNSSP = Helix, PREDATOR: Helix,

DSC : Strand, PHD : Helix

the consensus prediction would be Helix. If there was no
consensus for a particular residue, the result from the
PHD method was used. More complex methods for combin-
ing the different predictions were investigated and tested,
as discussed in the results section.

Assessment ofAccuracy

TWo methods were applied to assess the accuracy of the
predictions. Average Q3,1e and Segment Overlap.oa

Q3 is a measure of the overall percentage of predicted
residues, to observed:

Q s :
predicted'

-Hpg obserued;

Segrnent overlap calculationda was performed for eaeh
data set. Segment overlap values attempt to capture
segment prediction, and vary from an ignorance level of
37Vo (random protein pairs) to an average 907o level for
homologous protein pairs. Segment overlap is ealculated
by:

1 srninou(so6";sp"rd) + 6

TI\BLE II. Percentages of Secondarlr Structural
State Per Secondary Structure

DefnitionMethod

DSSPE8 STRIDE4o DEFINESe

Helix
Sheet
Coil

28.9
22.9
48.1

29.8
24.4
45.8

30.2
30.0
39.7

Where N is the total number of residues, minov is the
actual overlap, with maxov is the extent of the segment. E
is the accepted variation which assures a ratio of 1.0 where
there are only minor deviations at the ends of segments.6a

RESTILTS AND DISCUSSION
Comparison of Seconda4y Structure
Definition Methods

All secondary structure prediction methods are trained
and tested on secondary structure definitions from known
structures. Defining secondary structure from coordinates
is an inexact process due to differences in the concept of
what is a secondary structure, as well as errors and
inconsistencies in the experimental structure. This was
illustrated in the comparison by Colloc'h et al. of DSSP,38
DEFINE.Se and P-curve71 on a non-redundant set of 154
proteins where all three methods agree at only 63Vo of
positions.

Here we show the differences between DSSgse
DEFINESe and STRIDEa0 definitions on the RS126 protein
set. When compared pairwise, DSSP and STRIDE agree to
95Vo, whereas DSSP and DEFINE agree at 73Vo, with
STRIDE and DEFINE agreeing atT4Vo.All three methods
agree at only TLVo ofpositions.

Table II shows that DEFINE defines more sheet. 7.17a
relative to DSSP and 5.6Vo relative to STRIDE. Helix is
also defined more often by DEFINE. As a consequence of
these two factors, DSSP and STRIDE define more coil than
DEFINE, at 8.4Vo and 6.IVo respectively.

The length of secondary structure elements as defined
by DSSP, STRIDE, and DEFINE is summarized in Table
III and Figure 1. DEFINE does not define sheet regions of
less than 4 residues. The mean segment length values for
DEFINE are higher than those of STRIDE and DSSP for
all secondary structure states. Figure 1 shows DSSP to
have a peak in the helix distribution at 4 residues.
However, this is not found with the STRIDE or DEFINE
definitions. With the exception of the peak at 4, the overall
shape of DSSP and STRIDE length distributions are
sirnilar.

When assessing prediction methods, the average Q3 was
calculated for all the definition methods, for all runs, but
because DEFINE is so dissimilar to DSSP and STRIDE, all
results from DEFINE have been omitted from discussion.

Analysis of the Test and TbainingAlignments

Table IV summarizes an analysis of the automatic
multiple sequence alignments that were generated for the
RS126 and CB396 sets. Both sets have a similar average
length of sequence, and average percentage identity within

Sou :
N7 *" - " r t t * ;+* l

x len(s1). Q)
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TABLE m. Ranges of Length for Secondarlr Structural Elements as
Defned by DSSPBs STRIDEa, and DEFINES for the RSl126 Set

513

Method Mean Max

Tbtalnumber
ofsecondary
structures

Helix

Strand

DSSP38
STRIDE4O
DEFINE39
DSSP38
STRIDE40
DEFINEs9

3
2
D

1
1
4

9
10
14
4
4
6

54
51
65
19
19
26

817
753
553

t302
1303
1030

:l
R l

:l

N l

^ l
o t- l

i6 1
I

o t ffiffi#m---- -
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DSSP helix s€ment length
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DSSP stEnd s€gmeht lsgth
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Stril€ helix s€gmonl length
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Strids slnnd segmfft longth
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Fig. 1 . Comparison of segment length distributions for each definition method

2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 @ o
Delim helix ssgmsnt length

5 1 0 1 5 m
D€lihe slEnd segM longth

proteins in each alignment. The distribution ofthe number
of sequences in the RS126 protein set was not biased by
one or two large families.

Acomparison between the C8396 set and the RS126 set
showed the same distribution. The difference is therefore
that each sequence family in the RS126 set is on average
larger than any found in the C8396 set. This observation
may simply reflect the fact that RS126 was derived from
protein families whose first known members were charac-
terized longer ago.

To verifr that there was no bias to a particular struc-
tural class, the SCOPaT classifications were examined for
the proteins within the two sets as shown in Table V. There
is a higher proportion of small proteins in the RS126
protein set (L4Vo against 7Vo),while the C8396 protein set

TABLE IV. Summary Statistics of theAlignments Used
in the Predietions

Averagepercent Average
identity sequence

betweensequences length

Average
numberof
sequen@s

per alignment

CB396 set
RS126 set

34
31

157 residues
185 residues

18
30

the set. However, there is a sigrrificant difference between
the average number of sequences per alignment between
the two sets, even though both sets of alignments were
generated using the same method. The older RS126 pro-
tein set has significantly (1.6 times) more sequence-similar

t r
3 l
u l
* l

" l

I

6
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TI{BLEV. Datafor Class T}pes Used
for the Predictions

TABLE VIL Family Size fortheAutorratically
GeneratedAlignments for the RSl26 Protein Set,
Considering2 Levels of BLASiTsep-Value Cutoff

Class definition
RS126set CB396set

number(7o) number(7o)

Alpha and beta (a/b)
Alpha and beta (a + b)
All alpha
All beta
Multi-domain
Small proteins
Membrane
Peptides

TABLEVI. Qs and Segment Overlap Results forthe
Set ofRS126. and CB396 Proteins

RS126 CB396
proteinset proteinset

Method Q3 SOV Q3 sov

Tbtal number of residues
Tbtal number of sequences
Average number of

sequences per family

1716356 2013632
7013 8974

55.6 7t.2

predicting segments. As measured by the SOV method, it
is on average 2Vo better than any of the other methods
tested. The difference between the consensus and PHD
segment overlap scores is smaller than the corresponding
Q3 value. This may be due to segment overlap being a more
sensitive method to assess secondary structure predic-
tions, or that the PHD method is the only one that has been
optimized to predict segments scored by Equation 2.

Table VI summarizes the differences between SOV and
Q3 accuracies for each method on the RS126 and C8396
sets. Although Q3 shows a consistent reduction on moving
from RS126 to CB396, SOV shows a general improvement.
Of the individual methods, NNSSP increases in accuracy
the most (O.77o) while the consensus method increases bv
0.9Vo to 75.4Vo SOY accuracy.

Effect on Q3 of Changing the Number of Related
Sequences

Prediction methods that use multiple sequence align-
ments gain accuracy over single-sequence methods by
exploiting the patterns of residue conservation that are
seen in protein families. Inclusion of more distantly re-
lated sequences in the alignment should improve the
clarity of such patterns, but in an automated alignment
building procedure, the risk is that unrelated protein
sequences will pollute the alignment. Here, we investi-
gated the effect of using a more permissive BLASTp-value
cutoffse in the first phase of our alignment building
procedure. The cutoffwas lowered from 1 x 10 10 to 1 x
10-2 while leaving thresholds for SCANPS alone.

Table VII shows that the change in p-value cutoff
increased the total number of residues after filtering with
SCANPS by 297,276, and the total number of sequences by
1,961. This gives an increase in the average number of
sequences per aligrrment of 15. Table VIII shows that
increasing the number of sequences improves Qs by ap-
proximately l%o for all methods.

Table VIII also shows the marked difference between
the prediction methods. The older methods, ZPRED and
MULPRED were between 3 and 8 percent worse than the
newer methods.

Effect on Q3 of Reducing Redundancy in Multiple
Alignments

While all sequences that are not lo07o identical in a
multiple sequence alignment will contribute to the predic-
tion, the most informative sequences are those with the

p-Value
cutoff
10 10

p-Value
cutoff
r 0 2

25 (20)
17 (13)
27 (2r)
38 (20)
3 (2 )

18 (14)
1 (<1 )
1 (<1 )

107 (27)
101 (26)
68 (17)
78 (20)
0 (0)

27 (7)
3 (<1)

12 (3)

PHD64
DSC29
PREDATORP8
NNSSPsO
CONSENSUS

73.5
7I .T
70.3
72.7
74.8

73.5
7r.6
69.9
70.6
74.5

7I.9
68.4
68.6
77.4
72.9

/ o..J

72.0
69.8
7t.3
ID .+

has a higher proportion of a * B proteins (26Vo against
137a). However, the overall composition within each of the
two sets is balanced.

Alignment Quality

The RS126 set of proteins was used to check that the
alignments generated by our method could reproduce
previous results for PHD,27 and DSC.2e PHD27 (run in
cross-validation mode) increased in average Qs accuracy
by 1.97o from 71.6 to 73.57o, over the published accuracy.
The accuracy obtained here for DSC improved by 7.07o.
However, the published value of 70.lVo for DSC was for a
full jack-knife test, whereas our test utilized all the data.
These results confirm that the automatic method used to
build multiple alignments in this study is appropriate for
secondary structure prediction.

Comparison of PredictionAccuracy for the C8396
Test and RS126 Thaining Sets

Table VI shows the differences between the RS126 and
C8396 set of proteins. For all methods, the average
accuracy drops by between L.37o (NNSSP) and 2.77o (DSC)
for the CB396 protein set. The NNSSP and PREDATOR
programs used in this analysis were trained on larger
numbers of proteins than RS126, and so should be less
degraded by evaluation on a different test set. However,
these methods still show a decrease in accuracy with the
CB396 set.

Table VI illustrates that the percentages for the segment
overlap correlate well with the Q3 values. The SOV score
for the consensus method is somewhat hi gher (7 4.5Vo) than
the previous published value for PHD of 72Vo.6a Table VI
also shows that the PHD method does exceedingly well at
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TABLE VItr. Comparison of the Q3Accuracy for a
Decrease in the BI"ASTsep-Value Cut-OffFrom l0-ro to

10-2 with the RS126 Setr

TABLE )L Mean Percentages of SecondarSr
Structure State Defined by DSSPEs When
Different 8- to S.State R.eduction Methods

are Used

PREDICTION METHODS D I O

Method DSSP STRIDE DSSP STRIDE

p-Value
cutoff10-10

p-Value
cutoff10-2 Mean

percent
ofhelix

Mean
percent
ofsheet

Mean
percent
ofcoilPHD64

DSC29
PREDATORs8
NNSSP3O
MULPRED
ZPRED26
CONSENSUS

72.4
70.2
69.7
71.8
66.7
OD.D

73.9

t70 ^

70.0
69.3
71.2
65.4
64.7
73.7

73.2
7t.0
70.7
72.4
67.2
66.7
74,5

73.2
70.7
70.3
7t .7
66.8
65.9
74.3

MethodA
MethodB
Method C

22.9
2t.2
21.2

28.9
25.3
25.6

48.1
52.6
52.3

tThe aligrrments used for these predictions did not use a percentage
identitv fiIter.

- TABLE DL Effect on Q3Accuracy by Removing all
Sequences Similar to the Query at Different percent

Identity Thresholdg Usingthe RS126 protein Set

TABL,E )il. Changing 8. to B.State Reduction"
for DSSP and Resultant Q3Accuracy for the

Consensus Method, Based on the RSl26
Set ofProteins

Q"

7\Va 60Vo

4320

73.5 73.3
7L.t 70.9
70.3 70.4
72.7 72.8
74.8 74.7

3833 268t

greatest variation from the query. Here we test the effect of
systematically removing sequences from the alignment
that were similar to the query sequence at better than 95,
80, 75, and60%o identity, Table IX summarizes the effect of
these thresholds. The average Q3 accuracy improves
slightly as the percentage identity threshold is reduced.
The consensus method improves by O.BVo atthe TSVolevel.
Since the predictions do not get any tDorse by removing
redundant sequences and prediction methods run faster
with fewer sequences, the 75Vo cutoff was used for all
predictions, other than those shown in Table VIII.

The average Qs for each prediction when compared to
DEFINE secondary structure definitions was between B
and 87o worse than for DSSP and STRIDE definitions. As
none of the prediction methods examined here were trained
on DEFINE definitions, we do not consider comparison of
predictions to DEFINE definitions any further.

The Effect onAccuracy ofAlternative 8- to 3-State
Reductions

DSSP38 provides an 8-state assignment of secondary
structure denoted by single letter codes: H (a-helix), T
(B-turn), S (bend), I (tr helix), G (3ro-helix), E (F-strand),
S (B-bridge) and C (not HTSIGE or B). However, predic-
tion methods are normally trained and assessed for only B
states (H,C,E), so the 8 states must be reduced to S. Here
we consider the effect on accuracy of applying three

Change

Reduction methodA6a
B -- Coil only
G - Coil only
B and G* Coil
GC'GHHHH - HHHHHHH, B and

G * Coil (Method c)30
B, G and HHHH EE -* Coil (Method B)5s

74.8
l D .  t

76.6
77.5

77.5
77.9

different published 8- to 3-state reduction methods when
testing.

MethodA: E and B to E, G and H to H. Rest to coil.2?
Method B: E as E, H as H. Rest to coil including EE and
HHHH.28
MethodC: GGGHHHH redefined as HHHHHHH. then B.
and GGG to coil, with H to H and E to E.30

Method A treats both isolated B-bridges and residues
that are part of a B-sheet as "extended.,, 31e-helix and
a-helix are treated as "helix," and all other states treated
as "coil." Method B translates more secondary structures
into coil. This includes all 316-helix, o-helix that is a single
turn, isolated B-bridges and B-strands that are only two
residues long. The rationale for this reduction is that short
secondary structures are normally of marginal stability
and also variable within protein families. Table X shows
reduction Methods B and C on average to contain 4Vo more
coil, 3Vo less helix and 2Vo less strand than Method ̂ d

Table XI summarizes the difference in e3 accuracy
obtained by varying the reduction of 8-state DSSp defini-
tion to 3 states. The original value for the consensus
method was 7 4.87o (][.f:ethod A). This increases to 77 .g%o for
Method B. Table XI shows that reducing both single strand
"B" to coil and 31s-helix "G" to coil, gives the greatest
stepwise increase (2.7 7o).

Table XII shows that o/l prediction methods appear to
improve in accuracy with comparison to Method A, when
one uses Method B, as the method for the 8-state reduc-
tion. The apparent improvement is between 2.2 and,4.gVo.
The PREDATOR2s method improves by the largest extent
(4.9Vo), as a reflection of PREDATOR being trained with

l00Vo 80Vo957o

PHD64
DSC29
PREDATORPs
NNSSPsO
CONSENSUS
Tbtal number of

sequences
Avenumberof

sequences/align-
ment

73.3 73.4
7t.0 7r.0
70.4 70.1
72.5 72.7
74.5 74.6

73.2
7L.0
70.7
72.4
74.5

8974

7T

5907

20303447
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Method
DSSP

(A)
STRIDE

(A)

TABLE)ilI. Results forthe RS126 Pnotein Set, by
Reducingthe Defnition to 3-State by MethodsAand B

with an increased database size 126 proteins to 396
proteins). This is to be expected as GORIV no longer uses
"dummy frequencies"T4 instead relying on a large database
to calculate its propensity tables. To examine if this
feature scaled, we also applied the GORIV method to the
C8513 dataset. The accuracy improved by 1.I7o from
64.6Vo to 65.7Vo. SOPM only achieved 66.8Vo on the RS126
protein set, and 64.67o for the C8396 set. The authors of
the SOPM method quoted 697o.73 However, the database
used in their study, was non-redundant at 50Vo sequence
identity, and so included a number of clear homologues.

Improving the Consensus Prediction

In order to establish the upper limit ofaccuracy possible
by combining the prediction methods, we took the most
accurate prediction for each residue in the RS126 data set
by PHD, DSC, NNSSP, or PREDATOR. This gave the
theoretical best accuracy for a combination of these meth-
ods ofQ3 :78Vo.

We investigated a variety of techniques for combining
the prediction methods, in an attempt to raise the average
Q3 on RS126 from74.8Vo towards 78Vo. All possible combi-
nations of methods were tried to calculate the consensus,
but no combination of methods improved upon the average
Q3 of the consensus of DSC, PREDATOR, NNSSP, and
PHD, with PHD taken if there was a tie. However, the next
highest combination was only 0.37o worse at 74.2Vo and.
used NNSSR PREDATOR, and DSC, predictions relying
on PREDATOR's definition if there was no consensus.
Experiments with filtering single-residue helix predictions
and other unlikely secondary structures did not improve
the overall Q3.

The reliability information from the PHD and PREDA-
TOR predictions was also investigated. When a method
predicted with a reliability ofgreater than 7, that predic-
tion was taken. No further increase in average Q3 accuracy
could be achieved using this approach.

The predictions for each method were weighted by
adding constants. AII combinations of all values from 1 to
10 were applied to all predictions for each method. The
consensus was then calculated in the same manner as
before, but now using the weighted predictions. The opti-
mal weighting scheme was2,I,2,2 where PREDATOR was
down weighted by one point. The Q3 accuracy for this
approach was no higher than that of the non-weighted
majority-wins method.

An artificial neural network, with t hidden nodes was
trained with the output from the NNSSP, PHD, DSC, and
PREDATOR methods. A l7-residue window was used. The
inputs were coded as binary, with 00J., 010, and 100
representing the helix, strand, and coil states respectively.
Seven-fold cross validation was performed. This yielded
73.2Va for the 126 protein set. This result was still lower
than the simple consensus approach. No further improve-
ment in accuracy was seen by changing the free param-
eters of the network, for example, hidden nodes or number
oftraining epochs. The target sequence was also included
in the input layer, but this also proved unsuccessful. We
suggest that better accuracies may be achieved ifpropensi-

DSSP STRIDE
(B) (B)

PHD64
DSC29
PREDATORIs
NNSSP3O
CONSENSUS

73.5
7L. l
70.3
72.7
74.8

73.5
70.9
69.6
72.2
74.7

76.3
73.3
75.2
77.3
77,9

76.3
73.4
74.0
76.5
77.9

TABLE )CII. R€sults for Single Sequence Prediction
Methodsvia a Full Jack-Knife Tbstt

Method RS126 CB396 Author

PHD64
SIMPAT'
GORIw4
SOPM73

76.3
67.3
53.3
66.8

74.2
67.6
64.6
64.7

67.7
64.4
69.0

rThe column "Author" is the authors jack-knife value for the method
with their dataset, and definition reduction method. AII results are
calculated using reduction method A, and also converting G and B
states to coil. For PHDGa the authors qtote 7l.6Vo as their cross-
validated accuracy. However, G and B states were considered in the
accuracy calculation for PHD6a.

Method B as the reduction scheme. STRIDE40 values have
also been included in Table XII for comparison. Prior to
this study, PHD64 and DSC2e used the same reduction
method (Method A), but NNSSP3o and PREDAIOR28,58
used methods B and C respectively. Unless the same
reduction method is used, an objective comparison can not
be made.

Single Sequence Prediction Methods

The prediction methods we have carefully selected for
this work represent current state-of-the-art prediction
methods, that use multiple sequences. However for com-
pleteness, the SIMPA,T' SOPM,zs and GORIV,Ta single
sequence methods were also examined. These methods do
not have precalculated propensity tables, and as such we
could perform a fulljack-knife test with the new datasets.
We only compare the results for the single sequence
methods to those obtained for the PHD algorithm, as PHD
was the only other method for which we were able to carry
out cross validation. The SIMPA,72 SOPM73 and GORIVTa
methods have quoted accuracies based on removinghelices
shorter than 4 residues and strands less than 2 residues.
For testing these methods, we used method A as the
reduction method and also converted G and B states to coil.
If reduction method A alone is used, SIMPA,?2 SOPM,73
and GORIVTa reduce in accuracy from those shown in
Table XIII by 2-4Vo.

The difference between the single sequence methods we
examined the PHD ranges between 23.3Vo, and 6.6Vo
depending upon the method and database used. Table XIII
shows the GORIV method to improve remarkably (1L.3Vo)
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ties for the different states are used, rather than the
binary input, and this idea forms the basis of future work.

When the lower accuracy predictions from ZpRED and
MULPRED were included, the overall accuracy of the
consensus method was reduced. SIMPA, SOpM, and
GORTV were not included at any stage in the consensus
method. Further work aims to discover if the single
sequence prediction methods can be incorporated into a
more accurate consensus method.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this study we have developed a new, nonredundant
test set of396 protein domains (CB3g6). The set does not
include any of the 126 proteins with which many current
methods have been trained, nor does it contain homologs of
those 126 proteins as measured by a stringent test of
sequence similarity. We have shown that by combining
four secondary structure prediction methods DSC,2e pHD,27
PREDATOR,z8 and NNSSPs0 by a simple majority-wins
method, the average three-state Q3 prediction accuracy
can be improved by 17o fromTI.gVo (PHD) to 72.g%o on the
C8396 set. A fair comparison of the accuracy of the
constituent methods is only possible for PHD27 and DSC2e
as all other algorithms included some of our test proteins
in their training set. Despite this, PHD27 still gave the
highest accuracy on the new test set (7I.gVo) ofany ofthe
methods considered.

An automatic procedure for database searching to build
a multiple sequence alignment has been developed. Align-
ments from this procedure give a l.g%o increase in the
average accuracy ofprediction compared to previous pub-
lished results for the PHD algorithm on the 126 protein
set.6a The increase may be attributed to better alignments
and the increased size ofthe current sequence databases.

In the literature there are different standards for reduc-
ing DSSP38 8-state (H,C,B,E,T,S,G,I) assignments to 3
states (H,C,E). It was found that changing the reduction
method can alter the apparent prediction accuracy by over
lVo on average. Although we were unable to train the
methods using different 8- to 3-state reductions, testing all
methods with different reduction methods showed that
Method B58 consistently gave higher accuracy. This may be
attributed to Method B assigning more of the protein to
Coil (C).

Secondary structure definition methods DSSp.38
DEFINE,Se and STRIDE40 were compared. All three agree
at only 75Vo of positions. This is mainly due to differences
between DEFINE and DSSP/STRIDE. DSSP and STRIDE
agree at957o of positions, though DSSP defines many more
4 residue helices than STRIDE.

In summary, with the alignment method presented here,
the method with the highest average accuracy on the new
non-redundant test set of 396 proteins was PHD6a with
7I.9Vo. While the new combination of NNSSqao PHD,27
DSC,zo and PREDATOR2s presented here improves upon
this figure by l%o to 72.97o.

The non-redundant datasets constructed during this
analysis will facilitate the future development and testing

ofsecondary structure prediction methods. The datasets.
alignments and definitions are available via
http://barton.ebi. ac. uk.
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